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Talk Outline
• Definitions. Hydrodynamical systems: Burgers; Euler (compressible  and inc.); Gross-

Pitaevskii Equation (GPE=Nonlinear Schrödinger) Madelung’s transformation. Example: 
Quantum shocks in (linear) Schrödinger Equation.


• Definitions. Thermalization: Examples: shocks and tygers in Burgers Equation. 
Thermalization of incompressible Euler with helical Arnold–Beltrami–Childress (ABC) 
initial data.


• Equilibrium, phase transition and thermalization in the GPE equation


• How close is helical turbulence in GPE ABC to Navier-Stokes ABC? Can we estimate 
the truncated GPE effective viscosity?


• Truncated 2D Euler dynamics and transitional dynamics in confined turbulence


• Truncated 3D Euler and energy spectrum in forced Navier-Stokes turbulence


• Conclusions



Definition. Hydodynamical 
Systems

• Perfect fluids


• Superfluids


• Simple examples using Burgers equation



What is a perfect fluid?

• Real classical fluids are viscous and conduct heat


• Perfect fluids are idealized models in which these 
mechanisms are neglected


• Perfect fluids have zero shear stresses, viscosities, and 
heat conduction


• Good approximation in some physical cases



Euler Equations

• A perfect fluid can be completely characterized by its 
velocity and two independent thermodynamic variables.


• If only one thermodynamic variable exists (e.g. isentropic 
perfect fluid) the fluid is barotropic.


• The density of a barotropic fluid is a function of pressure 
only.



Barotropic Euler equations

@tv + v ·rv = �1

⇢
rp

@t⇢+r(⇢v) = 0

p(x, t) = f(⇢(x, t))Barotropic:

Acoustic propagation: c =

s
@p

@⇢

Note that the system is time-reversible:

t ! �t ;v ! �v ; ⇢ ! ⇢ ; p ! p



Two useful limits
1. incompressible:

2. irrotational:

⇢ = cte

rv = 0
c ! 1

There is no equation of state and p is determined by 
maintaining the incompressibility

r⇥ v = 0

v = r�

Only compressible modes...

c =

s
@p

@⇢



Variational approach

• For the general case see e.g. : R. L. Seliger and G. B. 
Whitham, Variational Principles in Continuum Mechanics, 
Proc. R. Soc. Lond. A. 1968 305 1-25.


• Here I’ll show how to deal only with the compressible 
irrotational case..



Irrotational case
L = ⇢�t +

⇢(r�)2

2
+ g(⇢)

�L
��

= 0 ! ⇢t +r(⇢(r�)) = 0

�L
�⇢

= 0 ! �t +
(r�)2

2
+ g0 = 0

vt + v ·rv = �rg0

v = r�define:

taking the gradient of the last equation:

⇢g00 = p0

= �rp

⇢



What is a superfluid? 
Is it just an Eulerian perfect fluid? 

No! Superfluids obey the Gross-Pitaevskii equation 
(GPE) 

The quantum nature of the GPE does disturb 
some classical traditions of fluid mechanics. This 

often makes it unpopular… 



The Gross-Pitaeveski 
Equation (GPE)

• Describes a superfluid Bose-Einstein condensate at zero 
temperature


• Applies to a complex field


• Madelung’s transformation gives hydrodynamical form


• Contains quantum vortices with quantized velocity 
circulation h/m

i~@t = � ~2

2mr
2 + g| |2 

 =
p

⇢/m exp im
~ �



Variatitional formulation of 
the GPE

L = ⇢@t� + ⇢r�2

2 + g⇢2

2m2 + ~2(rp⇢)2

2m2

L = �i~ ̄@t + ~2|r |2
2m + g| |4

2

L = ⇢�t +
⇢(r�)2

2
+ g(⇢)

Contrast and compare with Euler Equation Lagrangian:

 =
p

⇢/m exp im
~ �



GPE and Madelung
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particles and g = 4�a~2

m with a the s-wave scattering length. This equation is also known
as (defocusing) non-linear Schrödinger equation. When g < 0 it is known as focusing
NLSE.

Equation (6.1) comes from a variational principle with the action

A =

⇧
dt d3x

⇤
i�
2

�
⇤̄

⌅⇤

⌅t
� ⇤

⌅⇤̄

⌅t

⇥⌅
�

⇧
dtH (6.2)

where
H =

⇧
d3x

�
�2

2m
|⇤⇤|2 +

g

2
|⇤|4

⇥
(6.3)

is the Hamiltonian.

Observe that a global change of phase of the wavefunction ⇤ implies a change of
the density at equilibrium. Equation (6.1) is sometimes written with an extra µ⇤ term.
This term has no dynamical e�ect and can be arbitrarily added.

There exists a one-to-one correspondence between fluid dynamics and GPE. It is
given by the Madelung transformation defined by

⇤(x, t) =

⌃
�(x, t)

m
exp [i

m

� ⇥(x, t)], (6.4)

where �(x, t) is the density and ⇥(x, t) is the potential velocity such that v = ⇤⇥. The
Madelung transformation (6.4) is singular on the zeros of ⇤. As two conditions are
required (the real and imaginary part of ⇤ must vanish) these singularities generally
take place on points in two-dimension and on curves in three-dimensions. The Onsager-
Feynman quantum of velocity circulation around vortex lines ⇤ = 0 is given by h/m.

Equation (6.1) expressed in terms of the hydrodynamical variables reads

⌅�

⌅t
+⇤ · �v = 0 (6.5)

⌅⇥

⌅t
+

1

2
(⇤⇥)2 +

g

m2
�� �2

2m2

⇤2⇥�
⇥

�
= 0 (6.6)

Equation (6.5) is the continuity equation and eq.(6.6) is the known as the Bernoulli
equation plus a term called quantum pressure. These are the equations governing the
dynamics of isentropic, compressible and irrotational fluids.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Strong turbulent effective dissipation has been observed
to take place in inviscid and conservative systems, in the
context of !compressible" low-temperature superfluid turbu-
lence #1,2$. Vortices are thus subject to some significant dy-
namical dissipation mechanism. It has been suggested that
sound emission from the vortices is the major decay process
#3–5$. Detailed mechanisms are fully three dimensional
!3D". They involve initial vortex reconnection followed by
secondary excitation of long-wavelength helical waves,
known as Kelvin waves, along the vortex line and their sub-
sequent decay into sound waves #6$. It appears that evaluat-
ing these complicated 3D effects from first principles is a
formidable task at the present time.

The purpose of the present paper is to compute the sim-
pler analogous problem in two dimensions. We thus consider
sound emission produced by the interaction of several vorti-
ces in a 2D homogenous system obeying the nonlinear
Schrödinger !NLS" equation.

Our main result is that the far field, and thus the radiation
effect can be directly computed in terms of an assumed vor-
tex motion #see Eq. !17"$. These main formulas are then
applied to the simple test case of two corotating vortices,
reproducing theoretical estimates of the same test case #7,8$,
and the prediction is compared to the result of numerical
integrations of the NLS equation.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we establish
the basic proprieties of the NLS equation and recall the gen-
eral expression for the field produced by moving vortices.
Section III is devoted to the derivation of explicit trajectory-
dependent expressions for the radiative contribution to the
far field and the radiated energy flux. Section IV contains the
determination of vortex trajectories by numerical solutions of
the NLS and the comparison with theoretical predictions.
Discussion and conclusions are finally given in Sec. V.

II. NONLINEAR SCHRÖDINGER EQUATION

We consider the nonlinear Schrodinger equation !NLSE"
written with the physically relevant parameters: the coher-
ence length " and the sound velocity c,

i
!#

!t
=

c
%2"

!− "2$# − # + &#&2#" . !1"

This equation has Galilean invariance with the transforma-
tion #!x , t"→#!x−vt , t"ei!v·x−v2t/2" and it also has a Lagrang-
ian structure from which we can calculate an energy-
momentum tensor and the conserved quantities
corresponding to space-time translations #4$.

We can map the NLSE to hydrodynamics equations using
the Madelung transformation defined by

#!x,t" = %%!x,t" exp'i
& !x,t"
%2c"

(. !2"

Replacing Eq. !2" in the NLSE !1" and separating real and
imaginary parts we get

!%

!t
+ ! · !% ! & " = 0, !3"

!&

!t
+

1
2

!"& "2 = c2!1 − %" + c2"2$%%

%%
. !4"

We recognize here the continuity equation !3" for a fluid of
density % and velocity v=!& and the Bernoulli equation !4",
except for the last term which is usually called quantum
pressure since it has no analog in standard fluid mechanics !it
is proportional to '2 in the superfluidity context and it can be
neglected when the semiclassical limit is taken".

We note that, if the function # has a zero, the density % is
well defined but the phase & is undefined. The existence of a
zero requires the real and the imaginary parts of # to vanish
simultaneously and consequently these kind of singularities
generically appear as curves in 3D and points in 2D. These
topological defects have the property that their circulation is
a multiple of 4( ) !)=c" /%2", and for this reason they are
called quantum vortices in the context of superfluidity. In 2D
a stationary vortex solution centered at the origin can be
constructed in polar coordinates !% ,*" using the ansatz
%!r ,*"=%0!r"2 and & !r ,*"=2)m*, with m!Z the vortex
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applied to the simple test case of two corotating vortices,
reproducing theoretical estimates of the same test case #7,8$,
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6.1.2 Sound propagation

The simplest stable solution of eq.(6.1) correspond to a wave function of homogeneous
density |⇤|2 = |A0|2. The linearization of eq.(6.1) around the solution ⇤ = A0e�iµt

(with µ = g|A0|2/�) leads to the Bogoliubov dispersion relation

⌅(k) =

⌥
g|A0|2

m
k2 +

�2

4m
k4. (6.21)

The sound velocity thus given by c =
⌃

g|A0|2/m and dispersive e�ects take place for
length scales smaller than the coherence length defined as

� =
⌃

�2/2m|A0|2g. (6.22)

� is also the length scale of the vortex core [27, 90].

6.1.3 Energy decomposition

Using the Madelung transformation (6.4) the energy can be decomposed into di�erent
terms of di�erent nature. Following Nore et al. [27] we define the total energy per unit
of volume etot as

etot =
1

V
[H � µN ]� µ2

2g
. (6.23)

This energy reexpressed in terms of the hydrodynamical variables reads

etot =
1

V

⇧
d3x

⇤
1

2
(
⇥

⇥v)2 +
g

2m

�
⇥� µ

gm

⇥2

+
�2

2m2
(⇤⇥⇥)2

⌅
(6.24)

We recognize three terms, the total kinetic energy Ekin, the internal energy Eint and
the quantum energy eq defined by

ekin =
1

V

⇧
d3x

1

2
(
⇥

⇥v)2 (6.25)

eint =
1

V

⇧
d3x

g

2m2

�
⇥� µm

g

⇥2

(6.26)

eq =
1

V

⇧
d3x

�2

2m2
(⇤⇥⇥)2 . (6.27)

With this decomposition we have etot = ekin + eint + eq.
To separate the energy coming from sound waves, the total kinetic energy can be

further decomposed into compressible ec
kin and incompressible ei

kin by computing the
kinetic term as ⇥⇥v = (

⇥
⇥v)c + (

⇥
⇥v)i where ⇤ · (

⇥
⇥v)i = 0. This decomposition is

obtained applying the projector Pµ⇥ = ⇧µ⇧⇥ � �µ�

⇥2 . The incompressible kinetic energy

Coherence length
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Energies

• See e.g.  Nore, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 78, 3896, 1997

• Paresval’s theorem yields definition of energy spectra



1D Burgers equation,GPE and 
Madelung’s transformation

• Euler, irrotational case with zero pressure is called inviscid 
Burgers


• In this case, the GPE reduces to the (linear) Schrödinger 
equation


• Madelung transforms yields inviscid Burgers with an extra 
quantum pressure term


• In what immediately follows, we will compare the (slightly) 
viscous 1D Burgers case with the quantum case



Viscous Burgers
@t�+

1

2
(@x�)

2 = ⌫@xx�

�(t = 0) = � cosx

v = @x�

Pseudospectral calculation
⌫ = 0.006136
2
3 dealiasing 1024 grid points

x

t

V

Log[E]

X

k



Quantum shocks in (linear) 
GPE

Schrödinger equation: i@t = � ✏
2@xx 

Madelung’s transformation:  = ⇢1/2 exp i�✏
Equations of motion:

@t�+ 1
2 (@x�)

2 =
✏2@xx

p
⇢

2
p
⇢

@t⇢+ @x(⇢@x�) = 0

Initial data
�(t = 0) = � cosx
⇢(t = 0) = 1
v = @x�
✏ = 0.0117188



Single QFD shock
Density Velocity

Momentum=Density * VelocityDensity

t

x



Single QFD shock

t

x

The Green function for Schrödinger’s equation i@t = � ✏
2@xx reads

G0(x, t|x0, t0) =

s
1

2i⇡m(t� t0)
e

i(x�x0)2

2✏(t�t0)

The shock solution thus reads

 (x, t) =

Z 1

�1
dy

r
1

2i⇡✏t
e

i
✏

✓
(y�x)2

2t +cos(y)

◆

(1)

In the ✏ ! 0 limit, this integral can be computed by using Pearcey’s integral
defined by

IP(T,X) =

Z 1

�1
dy ei(Xy+Ty2+y4)

Asymptotic expressions can be readily obtained

see refs. in https://arxiv.org/abs/1709.10417

https://arxiv.org/abs/1709.10417


Definition. Thermalization

• By spectral truncation, the fluid mechanical PDE devolves 
into a large number of conservative time reversible ODE’s 


• Thermalization is defined as the standard thermal 
equilibrium of statistical mechanics for these ODE’s


• Ergodicity is assumed 


• Microcanonical and canonical  distributions should give 
comparable results for large number of ODE’s
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where first introduced in 1952 by TD Lee in 
hydrodynamics



General definition of 
truncated systems

• The basic idea is to perform a truncation (in Fourier 
space) of the partial differential equation (PDE), as is 
always done whenever performing an actual numerical 
computation


• The truncated system is a large number of ordinary 
differential equations (ODE) with standard statistical 
mechanical properties


• It contains dissipative processes, thus  furnishing a 
description finite temperature effects



Fourier-Galerkin truncation
Example: Let F be a non-linear function

 PDE:
@u
@t

(x, t) = F[u, @iu, @iju, . . .]

⌦ = [0, 2⇡]DPeriodic B.C. on
{

u(x, t) =
X

k

û(k, t)eik·x

@û
@t

(k, t) = F̂[û,k]

Non linear terms imply 
convolutions in Fourier 

space

k 2 ZD

with a conserved quantity E



Galerkin-truncated equation

û(k, t) = 0 |k| � kmaxif

• Finite-dimensional system of ODE
•PDE is approximated by the truncated system only 

as long as the spectral convergence is ensured 
(dynamics is not influenced by the cut-off)

@û
@t

(k, t) = F̂[û,k]

•Inherits some of the conservation laws of the original PDE
•The stationary solutions are given by the associated Liouville 
equation

absolute equilibriaP[û(k)] = N e�⌘E



General properties of 
truncated system

• System relaxes toward the thermodynamical equilibrium


• Partial thermalization at small scales


• Thermalized modes generate an effective dissipation 
acting at large scales.



Truncated inviscid Burgers

x

t

V

Log[E]

X

k

Pseudospectral calculation
2
3 dealiasing 1024 grid points@t�+

1

2
(@x�)

2 = 0

�(t = 0) = � cosx

v = @x�
Tygers: See Frisch et al.



Truncated Euler equation

Cascades, thermalization and eddy viscosity in helical Galerkin truncated Euler flows
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The dynamics of the truncated Euler equations with helical initial conditions are studied. Tran-
sient energy and helicity cascades leading to Kraichnan helical absolute equilibrium at small scales
are obtained for the first time. The results of [Cichowlas et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 264502
(2005)] are extended to helical flows. Similarities between the turbulent transient evolution of the
ideal (time-reversible) system and viscous helical flows are found. The observed di�erences in the
behavior of truncated Euler and (constant viscosity) Navier-Stokes are qualitatively understood us-
ing the concept of eddy viscosity. The large scales of truncated Euler equations are then shown
to follow quantitatively an e�ective Navier-Stokes dynamics based on a variable (scale dependent)
eddy viscosity.

The role played by helicity in turbulent flows is not
completely understood. Helicity is relevant in many at-
mospheric processes, such as rotating convective (super-
cell) thunderstorms, the predictability of which may be
enhanced because of its presence [1]. However helicity,
which is a conserved quantity in the three dimensional
Euler equation, plays no role in the original theory of tur-
bulence of Kolmogorov. Later studies of absolute equi-
librium ensembles for truncated helical Euler flows by
Kraichnan [2] gave support to an scenario where in helical
turbulent flows both the energy and the helicity cascade
towards small scales [3], a phenomena recently verified in
numerical simulations [4–6]. The thermalization dynam-
ics of non-helical spectrally truncated Euler flows were
studied in [7]. Long-lasting transients, due to the e⇥ect
of thermalized small-scales, were shown to behave simi-
larly to the dissipative Navier-Stokes equation. Note that
analogous dissipative mechanisms involving small-scale
thermalization were proposed in the contexts of lattice
gases and superfluidity. The thermalizing quantities are
respectively discrete Boolean entities [8] in lattice gases
[9] and sound waves in superfluid turbulence [10]. Also
note that the Galerkin truncated non-helical Euler dy-
namics was recently found to emerge as the asymptotic
limit of high order hyperviscous hydrodynamics and that
bottlenecks observed in viscous turbulence may be inter-
preted as an incomplete thermalization [11].

In this letter we study truncated helical Euler flows,
and consider the transient turbulent behavior as well as
the late time equilibrium of the system. Here is a short
summary of our main results. The relaxation toward
a Kraichnan helical absolute equilibrium [2] is observed
for the first time. Transient mixed energy and helicity
cascades are found to take place while more and more
modes gather into the Kraichnan time-dependent statis-
tical equilibrium. The results obtained in [7] for non-
helical flows are extended to the helical case. The concept
of eddy viscosity, as previously developed in [7] and [12],

is used to qualitatively explain di⇥erences observed be-
tween truncated Euler and high-Reynolds number (fixed
viscosity) Navier-Stokes. Finally, the truncated Euler
large scale modes are shown to quantitatively follow an
e⇥ective Navier-Stokes dynamics based on a (time and
wavenumber dependent) eddy viscosity that does not de-
pend explicitly on the helicity content in the flow.

Performing spherical Galerkin truncation at wave-
number kmax on the incompressible (⌅ · u = 0) and spa-
tially periodic Euler equation ⇤tu+(u·⌅)u = �⌅p yields
the following finite system of ordinary di⇥erential equa-
tions for the Fourier transform of the velocity û(k) (k is
a 3 D vector of relative integers satisfying |k| ⇤ kmax):

⇤tû�(k, t) = � i

2
P�⇥⇤(k)

⇥

p

û⇥(p, t)û⇤(k� p, t), (1)

where P�⇥⇤ = k⇥P�⇤ +k⇤P�⇥ with P�⇥ = ��⇥�k�k⇥/k2.
This time-reversible system exactly conserves the en-

ergy E =
�

k E(k, t) and helicity H =
�

k H(k, t),
where the energy and helicity spectra E(k, t) and H(k, t)
are defined by averaging respectively 1

2 |û(k�, t)|2 and
û(k�, t) · ⇥̂(�k�, t) (⇥ = ⌅⇥ u is the vorticity) on spheri-
cal shells of width �k = 1. It is trivial to show from the
definition of vorticity that |H(k, t)| ⇤ 2kE(k, t).

We will use as initial condition u0 the sum of two ABC
(Arnold, Beltrami and Childress) flows in the modes k =
3 and k = 4,

u0(x, y, z) = u(3)
ABC(x, y, z) + u(4)

ABC(x, y, z) (2)

where the basic ABC flow is a maximal helicity station-
ary solution of Euler equations in which the vorticity is
parallel to the velocity, explicitly given by

u(k)
ABC(x, y, z) =

u0

k2
{[B cos(ky) + C sin(kz)] x̂+

+ [C cos(kz) + A sin(kx)] ŷ +
+ [A cos(kx) + B sin(ky)] ẑ} . (3)
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studied in [7]. Long-lasting transients, due to the e⇥ect
of thermalized small-scales, were shown to behave simi-
larly to the dissipative Navier-Stokes equation. Note that
analogous dissipative mechanisms involving small-scale
thermalization were proposed in the contexts of lattice
gases and superfluidity. The thermalizing quantities are
respectively discrete Boolean entities [8] in lattice gases
[9] and sound waves in superfluid turbulence [10]. Also
note that the Galerkin truncated non-helical Euler dy-
namics was recently found to emerge as the asymptotic
limit of high order hyperviscous hydrodynamics and that
bottlenecks observed in viscous turbulence may be inter-
preted as an incomplete thermalization [11].

In this letter we study truncated helical Euler flows,
and consider the transient turbulent behavior as well as
the late time equilibrium of the system. Here is a short
summary of our main results. The relaxation toward
a Kraichnan helical absolute equilibrium [2] is observed
for the first time. Transient mixed energy and helicity
cascades are found to take place while more and more
modes gather into the Kraichnan time-dependent statis-
tical equilibrium. The results obtained in [7] for non-
helical flows are extended to the helical case. The concept
of eddy viscosity, as previously developed in [7] and [12],

is used to qualitatively explain di⇥erences observed be-
tween truncated Euler and high-Reynolds number (fixed
viscosity) Navier-Stokes. Finally, the truncated Euler
large scale modes are shown to quantitatively follow an
e⇥ective Navier-Stokes dynamics based on a (time and
wavenumber dependent) eddy viscosity that does not de-
pend explicitly on the helicity content in the flow.

Performing spherical Galerkin truncation at wave-
number kmax on the incompressible (⌅ · u = 0) and spa-
tially periodic Euler equation ⇤tu+(u·⌅)u = �⌅p yields
the following finite system of ordinary di⇥erential equa-
tions for the Fourier transform of the velocity û(k) (k is
a 3 D vector of relative integers satisfying |k| ⇤ kmax):

⇤tû�(k, t) = � i

2
P�⇥⇤(k)

⇥

p

û⇥(p, t)û⇤(k� p, t), (1)

where P�⇥⇤ = k⇥P�⇤ +k⇤P�⇥ with P�⇥ = ��⇥�k�k⇥/k2.
This time-reversible system exactly conserves the en-

ergy E =
�

k E(k, t) and helicity H =
�

k H(k, t),
where the energy and helicity spectra E(k, t) and H(k, t)
are defined by averaging respectively 1

2 |û(k�, t)|2 and
û(k�, t) · ⇥̂(�k�, t) (⇥ = ⌅⇥ u is the vorticity) on spheri-
cal shells of width �k = 1. It is trivial to show from the
definition of vorticity that |H(k, t)| ⇤ 2kE(k, t).

We will use as initial condition u0 the sum of two ABC
(Arnold, Beltrami and Childress) flows in the modes k =
3 and k = 4,

u0(x, y, z) = u(3)
ABC(x, y, z) + u(4)

ABC(x, y, z) (2)

where the basic ABC flow is a maximal helicity station-
ary solution of Euler equations in which the vorticity is
parallel to the velocity, explicitly given by

u(k)
ABC(x, y, z) =

u0

k2
{[B cos(ky) + C sin(kz)] x̂+

+ [C cos(kz) + A sin(kx)] ŷ +
+ [A cos(kx) + B sin(ky)] ẑ} . (3)

Euler PDE:

u(x, t) =
X

k

û(k, t)eik·x
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ABC(x, y, z) (2)

where the basic ABC flow is a maximal helicity station-
ary solution of Euler equations in which the vorticity is
parallel to the velocity, explicitly given by

u(k)
ABC(x, y, z) =

u0

k2
{[B cos(ky) + C sin(kz)] x̂+

+ [C cos(kz) + A sin(kx)] ŷ +
+ [A cos(kx) + B sin(ky)] ẑ} . (3)
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The role played by helicity in turbulent flows is not
completely understood. Helicity is relevant in many at-
mospheric processes, such as rotating convective (super-
cell) thunderstorms, the predictability of which may be
enhanced because of its presence [1]. However helicity,
which is a conserved quantity in the three dimensional
Euler equation, plays no role in the original theory of tur-
bulence of Kolmogorov. Later studies of absolute equi-
librium ensembles for truncated helical Euler flows by
Kraichnan [2] gave support to an scenario where in helical
turbulent flows both the energy and the helicity cascade
towards small scales [3], a phenomena recently verified in
numerical simulations [4–6]. The thermalization dynam-
ics of non-helical spectrally truncated Euler flows were
studied in [7]. Long-lasting transients, due to the e⇥ect
of thermalized small-scales, were shown to behave simi-
larly to the dissipative Navier-Stokes equation. Note that
analogous dissipative mechanisms involving small-scale
thermalization were proposed in the contexts of lattice
gases and superfluidity. The thermalizing quantities are
respectively discrete Boolean entities [8] in lattice gases
[9] and sound waves in superfluid turbulence [10]. Also
note that the Galerkin truncated non-helical Euler dy-
namics was recently found to emerge as the asymptotic
limit of high order hyperviscous hydrodynamics and that
bottlenecks observed in viscous turbulence may be inter-
preted as an incomplete thermalization [11].

In this letter we study truncated helical Euler flows,
and consider the transient turbulent behavior as well as
the late time equilibrium of the system. Here is a short
summary of our main results. The relaxation toward
a Kraichnan helical absolute equilibrium [2] is observed
for the first time. Transient mixed energy and helicity
cascades are found to take place while more and more
modes gather into the Kraichnan time-dependent statis-
tical equilibrium. The results obtained in [7] for non-
helical flows are extended to the helical case. The concept
of eddy viscosity, as previously developed in [7] and [12],

is used to qualitatively explain di⇥erences observed be-
tween truncated Euler and high-Reynolds number (fixed
viscosity) Navier-Stokes. Finally, the truncated Euler
large scale modes are shown to quantitatively follow an
e⇥ective Navier-Stokes dynamics based on a (time and
wavenumber dependent) eddy viscosity that does not de-
pend explicitly on the helicity content in the flow.

Performing spherical Galerkin truncation at wave-
number kmax on the incompressible (⌅ · u = 0) and spa-
tially periodic Euler equation ⇤tu+(u·⌅)u = �⌅p yields
the following finite system of ordinary di⇥erential equa-
tions for the Fourier transform of the velocity û(k) (k is
a 3 D vector of relative integers satisfying |k| ⇤ kmax):

⇤tû�(k, t) = � i

2
P�⇥⇤(k)

⇥

p

û⇥(p, t)û⇤(k� p, t), (1)

where P�⇥⇤ = k⇥P�⇤ +k⇤P�⇥ with P�⇥ = ��⇥�k�k⇥/k2.
This time-reversible system exactly conserves the en-

ergy E =
�

k E(k, t) and helicity H =
�

k H(k, t),
where the energy and helicity spectra E(k, t) and H(k, t)
are defined by averaging respectively 1

2 |û(k�, t)|2 and
û(k�, t) · ⇥̂(�k�, t) (⇥ = ⌅⇥ u is the vorticity) on spheri-
cal shells of width �k = 1. It is trivial to show from the
definition of vorticity that |H(k, t)| ⇤ 2kE(k, t).

We will use as initial condition u0 the sum of two ABC
(Arnold, Beltrami and Childress) flows in the modes k =
3 and k = 4,

u0(x, y, z) = u(3)
ABC(x, y, z) + u(4)

ABC(x, y, z) (2)

where the basic ABC flow is a maximal helicity station-
ary solution of Euler equations in which the vorticity is
parallel to the velocity, explicitly given by

u(k)
ABC(x, y, z) =

u0

k2
{[B cos(ky) + C sin(kz)] x̂+

+ [C cos(kz) + A sin(kx)] ŷ +
+ [A cos(kx) + B sin(ky)] ẑ} . (3)
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I. INTRODUCTION

The role played by helicity in turbulent flows is not com-
pletely understood. Helicity is relevant in many atmospheric
processes, such as rotating convective !supercell" thunder-
storms, the predictability of which may be enhanced because
of its presence #1$. However helicity, which is a conserved
quantity in the three-dimensional !3D" Euler equation, plays
no role in the original theory of turbulence of Kolmogorov.
Later studies of absolute equilibrium ensembles for truncated
helical Euler flows by Kraichnan #2$ gave support to a sce-
nario where in helical turbulent flows both the energy and the
helicity cascade toward small scales #3$, a phenomena re-
cently verified in numerical simulations #4– 6$. The thermal-
ization dynamics of nonhelical spectrally truncated Euler
flows were studied in #7$. Long-lasting transients due to the
effect of thermalized small-scales were shown to behave
similarly to the dissipative Navier-Stokes !NS" equation.
Note that analogous dissipative mechanisms involving small-
scale thermalization were proposed in the contexts of lattice
gases and superfluidity. The thermalizing quantities are re-
spectively discrete Boolean entities #8$ in lattice gases #9$
and sound waves in superfluid turbulence #10$. Also note that
the Galerkin truncated nonhelical Euler dynamics was re-
cently found to emerge as the asymptotic limit of high-order
hyperviscous hydrodynamics and that bottlenecks observed
in viscous turbulence may be interpreted as an incomplete
thermalization #11$.

In this paper we study truncated helical Euler flows and
consider the transient turbulent behavior as well as the late
time equilibrium of the system. Here is a short summary of
our main results. The relaxation toward a Kraichnan helical
absolute equilibrium #2$ is observed for the first time. Tran-
sient mixed energy and helicity cascades are found to take
place, while more and more modes gather into the Kraichnan

time-dependent statistical equilibrium. The results obtained
in #7$ for nonhelical flows are extended to the helical case.
Strong helicity effects are also found using initial data con-
centrated at high wave numbers. The concept of eddy viscos-
ity, as previously developed in #7,12$, is used to qualitatively
explain differences observed between the truncated Euler
and high-Reynolds number !fixed viscosity" Navier-Stokes.
Finally, the truncated Euler large scale modes are shown to
quantitatively follow an effective Navier-Stokes dynamics
based on a !time and wave-number dependents" eddy viscos-
ity that does not depend explicitly on the helicity content in
the flow.

II. METHODS

Performing spherical Galerkin truncation at wave-number
kmax on the incompressible !! ·u=0" and spatially periodic
Euler equation "tu+ !u ·!"u=−!p yields the following finite
system of ordinary differential equations for the Fourier
transform of the velocity û!k" !k is a 3D vector of relative
integers satisfying %k%!kmax":

"tû"!k,t" = −
i

2
P"#$!k"&

p
û#!p,t"û$!k − p,t" , !1"

where P"#$=k#P"$+k$P"# with P"#=%"#−k"k# /k2.
This time-reversible system exactly conserves the energy

E=&kE!k , t" and helicity H=&kH!k , t", where the energy and
helicity spectra E!k , t" and H!k , t" are defined by averaging,
respectively 1

2 %û!k! , t"%2, and û!k! , t" · &̂!−k! , t" !&=!' u is
the vorticity" on spherical shells of width (k=1. It is trivial
to show from the definition of vorticity that %H!k , t"%
!2kE!k , t".

We will use as initial condition u0 the sum of the two
Arnold, Beltrami, and Childress !ABC" flows in the modes
k=3 and k=4,
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Turbulence has been observed in inviscid and conserva-
tive systems, in the context of (compressible) low-
temperature superfluid turbulence [1–3]. This behavior
has also been reproduced using simple (incompressible)
Biot-Savart vortex methods, which amount to Eulerian
dynamics with ad hoc vortex reconnection [4]. The pur-
pose of this Letter is to study the dynamics of spectrally
truncated 3D incompressible Euler flows. Our main result
is that the inviscid and conservative Euler equation, with a
high-wave number spectral truncation, has long-lasting
transients that behave just as those of the dissipative
(with generalized dissipation) Navier-Stokes equation.
This is so because the thermalized modes between some
transition wave number and the maximum wave number
can act as a fictitious microworld providing an effective
viscosity to the modes with wave numbers below the
transition wave number.

We thus study general solutions to the finite system of
ordinary differential equations for the complex variables
v̂!k" [k is a 3D vector of relative integers !k1; k2; k3"
satisfying sup !jk!j # kmax ]

@tv̂!!k; t" $ % i
2
P!"#!k"

X
p
v̂"!p; t"v̂#!k % p; t"; (1)

where P !"#$k"P!#&k#P!" with P!"$$!" % k!k"=
k2 and the convolution in (1) is truncated to sup !jk!j #
kmax , sup !jp!j # kmax , and sup !jk! % p!j # kmax .

This system is time reversible and exactly conserves the
kinetic energy E $ P

kE!k; t", where the energy spectrum
E!k; t" is defined by averaging v on spherical shells of
width !k $ 1,

E!k; t" $ 1

2

X

k% !k=2<jk0j<k&!k=2

jv̂!k0; t"j2: (2)

The discrete Eq. (1) is classically obtained [5] by per-
forming a Galerkin truncation [v̂!k" $ 0 for sup !jk!j #
kmax ] on the Fourier transform v!x; t" $ P

v̂!k; t"eik'x of a
spatially periodic velocity field obeying the (unit density)

three-dimensional incompressible Euler equations,

@tv& !v 'r"v $ % rp; r ' v $ 0: (3)

The short-time, spectrally converged truncated Eulerian
dynamics (1) has been studied [6,7] to obtain numerical
evidence for or against blowup of the original (un-
truncated) Euler Eq. (3). We study here the behavior of
solutions of (1) when spectral convergence to solutions of
(3) is lost. Long-time truncated Eulerian dynamics is rele-
vant to the limitations of standard simulations of high-
Reynolds number (small viscosity) turbulence that are
performed using Galerkin truncations of the Navier-
Stokes equation [8].

Equation (1) is solved numerically using standard [9]
pseudospectral methods with resolution N. The solutions
are dealiased by spectrally truncating the modes for which
at least one wave-vector component exceeds N=3 (thus a
16003 run is truncated at kmax $ 534). This method allows
the exact evaluation of the Galerkin convolution in (1) in
only N3 logN operations. Time marching is done with a
second-order leapfrog finite-difference scheme, even and
odd time steps are periodically recoupled using fourth-
order Runge-Kutta.

To study the dynamics of (1), we use the so-called
Taylor-Green [10] single-mode initial condition of (3)
uTG $ sin x cosy cosz, vTG $ % uTG!y; % x; z", wTG $ 0.
Symmetries are employed in a standard way [11] to reduce
memory storage and speed up computations. Runs were
made with N $ 256, 512, 1024, and 1600.

Figure 1 displays the time evolution (top) and resolution
dependence (bottom) of the energy spectra. Each energy
spectrum E!k; t" admits a minimum at k $ kth !t"< kmax , in
sharp contrast with the short-time (t # 4) spectrally con-
verged Eulerian dynamics (data not shown, see [7,11]). For
k > kth !t" the energy spectrum obeys the scaling law
E!k; t" $ c!t"k2 (see the dashed line at the bottom of the
figure). The dynamics thus spontaneously generates a scale
separation at wave number kth !t". Figure 1 also shows that
kth slowly decreases with time. For fixed k inside the k2
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I. INTRODUCTION

The role played by helicity in turbulent flows is not com-
pletely understood. Helicity is relevant in many atmospheric
processes, such as rotating convective !supercell" thunder-
storms, the predictability of which may be enhanced because
of its presence #1$. However helicity, which is a conserved
quantity in the three-dimensional !3D" Euler equation, plays
no role in the original theory of turbulence of Kolmogorov.
Later studies of absolute equilibrium ensembles for truncated
helical Euler flows by Kraichnan #2$ gave support to a sce-
nario where in helical turbulent flows both the energy and the
helicity cascade toward small scales #3$, a phenomena re-
cently verified in numerical simulations #4– 6$. The thermal-
ization dynamics of nonhelical spectrally truncated Euler
flows were studied in #7$. Long-lasting transients due to the
effect of thermalized small-scales were shown to behave
similarly to the dissipative Navier-Stokes !NS" equation.
Note that analogous dissipative mechanisms involving small-
scale thermalization were proposed in the contexts of lattice
gases and superfluidity. The thermalizing quantities are re-
spectively discrete Boolean entities #8$ in lattice gases #9$
and sound waves in superfluid turbulence #10$. Also note that
the Galerkin truncated nonhelical Euler dynamics was re-
cently found to emerge as the asymptotic limit of high-order
hyperviscous hydrodynamics and that bottlenecks observed
in viscous turbulence may be interpreted as an incomplete
thermalization #11$.

In this paper we study truncated helical Euler flows and
consider the transient turbulent behavior as well as the late
time equilibrium of the system. Here is a short summary of
our main results. The relaxation toward a Kraichnan helical
absolute equilibrium #2$ is observed for the first time. Tran-
sient mixed energy and helicity cascades are found to take
place, while more and more modes gather into the Kraichnan

time-dependent statistical equilibrium. The results obtained
in #7$ for nonhelical flows are extended to the helical case.
Strong helicity effects are also found using initial data con-
centrated at high wave numbers. The concept of eddy viscos-
ity, as previously developed in #7,12$, is used to qualitatively
explain differences observed between the truncated Euler
and high-Reynolds number !fixed viscosity" Navier-Stokes.
Finally, the truncated Euler large scale modes are shown to
quantitatively follow an effective Navier-Stokes dynamics
based on a !time and wave-number dependents" eddy viscos-
ity that does not depend explicitly on the helicity content in
the flow.

II. METHODS

Performing spherical Galerkin truncation at wave-number
kmax on the incompressible !! ·u=0" and spatially periodic
Euler equation "tu+ !u ·!"u=−!p yields the following finite
system of ordinary differential equations for the Fourier
transform of the velocity û!k" !k is a 3D vector of relative
integers satisfying %k%!kmax":

"tû"!k,t" = −
i

2
P"#$!k"&

p
û#!p,t"û$!k − p,t" , !1"

where P"#$=k#P"$+k$P"# with P"#=%"#−k"k# /k2.
This time-reversible system exactly conserves the energy

E=&kE!k , t" and helicity H=&kH!k , t", where the energy and
helicity spectra E!k , t" and H!k , t" are defined by averaging,
respectively 1

2 %û!k! , t"%2, and û!k! , t" · &̂!−k! , t" !&=!' u is
the vorticity" on spherical shells of width (k=1. It is trivial
to show from the definition of vorticity that %H!k , t"%
!2kE!k , t".

We will use as initial condition u0 the sum of the two
Arnold, Beltrami, and Childress !ABC" flows in the modes
k=3 and k=4,
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Turbulence has been observed in inviscid and conserva-
tive systems, in the context of (compressible) low-
temperature superfluid turbulence [1–3]. This behavior
has also been reproduced using simple (incompressible)
Biot-Savart vortex methods, which amount to Eulerian
dynamics with ad hoc vortex reconnection [4]. The pur-
pose of this Letter is to study the dynamics of spectrally
truncated 3D incompressible Euler flows. Our main result
is that the inviscid and conservative Euler equation, with a
high-wave number spectral truncation, has long-lasting
transients that behave just as those of the dissipative
(with generalized dissipation) Navier-Stokes equation.
This is so because the thermalized modes between some
transition wave number and the maximum wave number
can act as a fictitious microworld providing an effective
viscosity to the modes with wave numbers below the
transition wave number.

We thus study general solutions to the finite system of
ordinary differential equations for the complex variables
v̂!k" [k is a 3D vector of relative integers !k1; k2; k3"
satisfying sup !jk!j # kmax ]

@tv̂!!k; t" $ % i
2
P!"#!k"

X
p
v̂"!p; t"v̂#!k % p; t"; (1)

where P !"#$k"P!#&k#P!" with P!"$$!" % k!k"=
k2 and the convolution in (1) is truncated to sup !jk!j #
kmax , sup !jp!j # kmax , and sup !jk! % p!j # kmax .

This system is time reversible and exactly conserves the
kinetic energy E $ P

kE!k; t", where the energy spectrum
E!k; t" is defined by averaging v on spherical shells of
width !k $ 1,

E!k; t" $ 1

2

X

k% !k=2<jk0j<k&!k=2

jv̂!k0; t"j2: (2)

The discrete Eq. (1) is classically obtained [5] by per-
forming a Galerkin truncation [v̂!k" $ 0 for sup !jk!j #
kmax ] on the Fourier transform v!x; t" $ P

v̂!k; t"eik'x of a
spatially periodic velocity field obeying the (unit density)

three-dimensional incompressible Euler equations,

@tv& !v 'r"v $ % rp; r ' v $ 0: (3)

The short-time, spectrally converged truncated Eulerian
dynamics (1) has been studied [6,7] to obtain numerical
evidence for or against blowup of the original (un-
truncated) Euler Eq. (3). We study here the behavior of
solutions of (1) when spectral convergence to solutions of
(3) is lost. Long-time truncated Eulerian dynamics is rele-
vant to the limitations of standard simulations of high-
Reynolds number (small viscosity) turbulence that are
performed using Galerkin truncations of the Navier-
Stokes equation [8].

Equation (1) is solved numerically using standard [9]
pseudospectral methods with resolution N. The solutions
are dealiased by spectrally truncating the modes for which
at least one wave-vector component exceeds N=3 (thus a
16003 run is truncated at kmax $ 534). This method allows
the exact evaluation of the Galerkin convolution in (1) in
only N3 logN operations. Time marching is done with a
second-order leapfrog finite-difference scheme, even and
odd time steps are periodically recoupled using fourth-
order Runge-Kutta.

To study the dynamics of (1), we use the so-called
Taylor-Green [10] single-mode initial condition of (3)
uTG $ sin x cosy cosz, vTG $ % uTG!y; % x; z", wTG $ 0.
Symmetries are employed in a standard way [11] to reduce
memory storage and speed up computations. Runs were
made with N $ 256, 512, 1024, and 1600.

Figure 1 displays the time evolution (top) and resolution
dependence (bottom) of the energy spectra. Each energy
spectrum E!k; t" admits a minimum at k $ kth !t"< kmax , in
sharp contrast with the short-time (t # 4) spectrally con-
verged Eulerian dynamics (data not shown, see [7,11]). For
k > kth !t" the energy spectrum obeys the scaling law
E!k; t" $ c!t"k2 (see the dashed line at the bottom of the
figure). The dynamics thus spontaneously generates a scale
separation at wave number kth !t". Figure 1 also shows that
kth slowly decreases with time. For fixed k inside the k2
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is the Hamiltonian with and g = 4�a�2

m with a s-wave scattering length and

N =
 

V
|⇤|2 d3x, (4)

is the total number of particles.
This mathematical model has been largely studied and it has been shown to reproduce well superfluids at low

temperature, however a finite temperature the presence of normal fluid can not be neglected. There are many
approches to deals with finite temperature e�ects on Bose-Einstein condensates [8]. For a periodical system the Gross-
Pitaevskii Equation can be extended to finite temperture perfoming a Galerkin truncation, consisting on keeping only
the Fourier modes with wavenumbers smaller than a UV cut-o� kmax. If we denote ⇤(x, t) =

⌥
k Ak(t)eik·x the

Galerkin truncated GPE (GTGPE) reads
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where Ak = 0 if k ⇥ kmax and the sum ⌦⌥ is performed over all wavenumbers satisfying |k1|, |k2|, |k2 � k1|, |k� k2| <
kmax. This time reversible system also conserve energy, number of particles and momentum.

Remark that the Galerkin truncated system (5) is a set ordinary di�erential equations (ODE) with a finite but
large number of degree of freedom (⇤ k3

max) and is not generally equivalent to the original partial di�erential equation
(PDE). Indeed, solutions of the original PDE are supposed to be analytical and thus to have an exponential decay of
the energy spectrum. This condition is not required by the Galerkin system (5) and will not generically hold at finite
temperature.

Because of the convolution of Eq.(5) the numerical integration of GTGPE results very expensive in computational
time (O(N9)), this di⇥culty can be easily avoided using pseudo-spectral codes, where the non-linear term is calculated
in physical space reducing the CPU time to (O(N3 log N)) using FFT (ref orszag, spectral....). The pseudo-spectral
version of Eq.(5) exactly conserve energy and mass and if it is correctly de-aliased it also conserves momentum (see
Appendix for details on conservation laws in this truncated system).

In the following we will formally write the pseudo-spectral version of Eq.(5) in physical space where the laplacian
must to be understood acting on Fourier space because ⇤ is not necessarily a smooth function. The resulting system
is driven by the Galerkin Projected Gross-Pitaevskii Equation (GPGPE????) and reads
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where P is the Galerkin pojector that in Fourier space simply reads PG[⇤̂k] = ⇥(kmax � k)⇤̂k with ⇥(·) the Heavside
function. The Galerkin truncation also preserve the Hamiltonian structure with the truncated Hamiltonian
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The basic idea behind of a Galerkin truncation of GPE is that the introduction of a UV cut-o� allows ⇤ to be
an stationary statistical solution with finite energy, number of particles and momentum of the associated Liouville
equation of Eq.(6) .

Here: need to talk about finite impulsion thermalized states of NLS vs. gallilean invariance

2. Conserved quantities

The invariance of (2) with respect to phase rotation, space translation and time translation respectively yield the
following conservation laws for the number of particles, momentum and energy (using the Einstein convention on
repeated indices):
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Heaviside function
Description of BEC at finite temperature: classical 

field model
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Following reference5 we define the total energy per unit
volume etot = (H�µN)/V �µ2/2g where µ is the chem-
ical potential (see section II B). Using the hydrodynam-
ical variables, etot can we written as the sum of three
parts: the kinetic energy ekin, the internal energy eint

and the quantum energy eq defined by

ekin =
1
V

�
d3x

1
2
(
�

⇤v)2 (8)

eint =
1
V

�
d3x

g

2m2

⌅
⇤� µm

g

⇧2

(9)

eq =
1
V

�
d3x

�2

2m2
( �⇤)2 . (10)

Using Parseval’s theorem, one can define correspond-
ing energy spectra: e.g. the kinetic energy spec-
trum ekin(k) is defined as the sum over the angles of��� 1
(2�)3

⌦
d3reirjkj

�
⇤vj

���
2
. ekin can be further decomposed

into compressible ec
kin and incompressible Ei

kin, using�
⇤v = (�⇤v)c + (�⇤v)i with  · (�⇤v)i = 0 (see6 for

details).
Finally note that the GPE (1) is invariant under the

Galilean transformation

⌅⇥(x, t) = ⌅(x� vst, t) exp
�

im

�

⌃
vs · x�

1
2
v2
s t

⌥ 
. (11)

Under this transformation eqs.(2-4) transform as

H ⇥ =
1
2
mNv2

s + P · vs + H (12)

N ⇥ = N (13)
P⇥ = mNvs + P. (14)

2. Definition of the Fourier truncated GPE

For a periodical 3d system of volume V the Fourier
truncated GPE is defined by performing a Galerkin trun-
cation that consists in keeping only the Fourier modes
with wavenumbers smaller than a UV cut-o� kmax.

Expressing ⌅ in terms of the Fourier modes Ak as

⌅(x, t) =
↵

k

Ak(t)eik·x , with
k

kmin
⌥ Z3, (15)

and where kmin = 2⇥/V 1/3 is the smallest wavenumber.
The Galerkin (Fourier) truncated Gross-Pitaevskii equa-
tion (TGPE) is defined as

�i�⇧Ak

⇧t
= ��2k2

2m
Ak �

↵

k1,k2

Ak1A
�
k2+k1

Ak+k2 , (16)

where the Fourier modes satisfy Ak = 0 if k ⇥ kmax

and the sum is performed over all wavenumbers satis-
fying |k1|, |k2|, |k2 + k1|, |k + k2| < kmax. This time-
reversible finite system of ordinary di�erential equa-
tions with a large number of degree of freedom N ⇤

(kmax/kmin)3 also conserves the energy, number of parti-
cles and momentum.

The direct numerical evolution of the convolution in
eq.(16) would be very expensive in computational time
O(N6), where N is the resolution. This di⇥culty is
avoided by using pseudo-spectral methods31 and the
non-linear term is calculated in physical space, using
FFTs that reduce the CPU time to O(N3 log N). In-
troducing the Galerkin projector P that reads in Fourier
spacePG[Ak] = �(kmax � k)Ak with �(·) the Heavside
function, the TGPE (16) can be written as

i�⇧⌅

⇧t
= PG[� �2

2m
 2⌅ + gPG[|⌅|2]⌅]. (17)

Equation (17) exactly conserves energy and mass and, if
it is correctly de-aliased using the 2/3-rule31 (dealias-
ing at kmax = 2

3
N
2 ), it also conserves momen-

tum (see Appendix A for a explicit demonstration).
The Galerkin truncation also preserves the Hamilto-
nian structure with the truncated Hamiltonian H =⌦

d3x
⇥

~2

2m | ⌅|2 + g
2 [PG|⌅|2]2

⇤
.

Note that perhaps a more standard definition of
dealiasing in eq.(17) could have been PG[|⌅|2⌅] us-
ing 1/2-rule (dealiasing at kmax = 1

2
N
2 ) rather than

PG[PG[|⌅|2]⌅] with the 2/3-rule. Using the former defini-
tion there is no restriction |k2| < kmax on the convolution
in eq.(16). Both methods are equivalent in the partial
di�erential equation (PDE) limit (exponential decay of
energy spectrum for k ⌅ kmax) and admit the same in-
variants. However the scheme of eq.(17) is preferable be-
cause kmax is larger at the same resolution. If dealiasing
is not preformed in equation (17) the errors in the con-
servation of momentum can rise up to 50% in a few units
of time (see Appendix A). In a finite di�erence scheme
the conservation of momentum should also be checked
carefully as it is bound to produce spurious e�ects.

Another e�ect caused by periodic boundary condition
is that the velocity vs in the Galilean transformation (11)
is quantized by the relation

vs =
�
m

2⇥

V 1/3
ns, (18)

where ns ⌥ Z3 and vs becomes continuous only in the
limit �/(mV 1/3)⇧ 0. The Galilean invariance is slightly
broken by the TGPE (16) because of modes close to the
truncation wavenumber kmax. However it is recovered
in the PDE limit where high wavenumber modes are
converging exponentially and also in the thermodynamic
limit: kmax

kmin
⇧ ⌃ defined below because the o�ending

terms represent only a surface e�ect in Fourier space.

3. Thermodynamical limit and statistical ensembles

Let us first note that the energy H, the number of
particles N and the momentum P in eqs. (2-4) are all
proportional to the total number of modes N ⇤ k3

maxV



Conserved quantities
Energy, number of particles and momentum

Conservation laws are valid in the truncated system, if 
dealiasing is done carefully enough
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count for the dynamics and thermalization of the Fourier
truncated GPE.

In Sec. III, the thermodynamic equilibrium is ex-
plored. The microcanonical and grand canonical distri-
butions are numerically shown to be equivalent. Exact
analytical expressions for the low-temperature thermody-
namic functions are obtained. A standard second-order ⇥
phase transition is exhibited at finite-temperature using
the SGLE-generated grand canonical states.

In Sec. IV, the direct energy cascade is considered as
a new mechanism for GPE thermalization. Using initial
data with mass and energy distributed at large scales, a
long transient with partial thermalization at small-scales
is characterized. Vortex annihilation is observed to take
place and is related to mutual friction e⇥ects. A bottle-
neck producing spontaneous self truncation with partial
thermalization and a time-evolving e⇥ective truncation
wavenumber is characterized in the limit of large disper-
sive e⇥ects at the maximum wavenumber of the simula-
tion.

In Sec. V, the new SGLE algorithm is used to generate
counter-flow states, with non-zero values of momentum,
that are shown to be metastable under SGLE evolution.
The spontaneous nucleation of vortex ring and the cor-
responding Arrhenius law are characterized. Dynamical
counter-flow e⇥ects are investigated using vortex rings
and straight vortex lines arranged in crystal-like patterns.
An anomalous translational velocity of vortex ring is ex-
hibited and is quantitatively related to the e⇥ect of ther-
mally excited finite-amplitude Kelvin waves. Orders of
magnitude are estimated for the corresponding e⇥ects in
weakly interacting Bose-Einstein condensates and super-
fluid 4He.

Section VI is our conclusion. The numerical methods
and low-temperature thermodynamic functions are de-
scribed in an appendix.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

This section deals with basic facts needed to under-
stand the dynamics and thermalization of the Fourier
truncated GPE. We first recall in section II A 1 the
(untruncated) GPE dynamics, its associated conserved
quantities and the corresponding spectra; this material
can be skipped by the reader already familiar with the
GPE model of superflow4,6. The Fourier truncated GPE,
its thermodynamical limit and the di⇥erent statistical en-
sembles are then defined.

The thermodynamics of the truncated system is intro-
duced in section II B using the microcanonical distribu-
tion. The canonical and grand canonical distributions are
also used as they allow to directly label the equilibrium
states by temperature and particle numbers.

A stochastically forced Ginzburg-Landau equation
(SGLE) is considered in section IIC and shown to de-
fine a new algorithm that directly generates the grand
canonical distributions.

A. Galerkin truncated Gross-Pitaevskii equation

1. Conservation laws and Galilean invariance of the GPE

Superfluids and Bose-Einstein condensates3,30 can be
described at low temperature by the Gross-Pitaevskii
equation (GPE) that is a partial di⇥erential equation
(PDE) for the complex field ⌃ that reads

i�⌥⌃

⌥t
= � �2

2m
⇥2⌃ + g|⌃|2⌃, (1)

where |⌃|2 is the number of particles per unit volume,
m is the mass of the condensed particles and g = 4�ã~2

m ,
with ã the s-wave scattering length. This equation con-
serves the Hamiltonian H, the total number of particles
N and the momentum P defined in volume V by

H =
⇧

V
d3x

⇤
�2

2m
|⇥⌃|2 +

g

2
|⌃|4

⌅
(2)

N =
⇧

V
|⌃|2 d3x (3)

P =
⇧

V

i�
2

�
⌃⇥⌃ � ⌃⇥⌃

⇥
d3x. (4)

It will be useful for the next sections to explicitly write
the conservation law of the momentum ⌥t

i~
2 (⌃⌥j⌃ �

⌃⌥j⌃) + ⌥k�kj = 0, where the momentum flux tensor
�kj is defined as6

�kj =
�2

2m
(⌥k⌃⌥j⌃ +⌥k⌃⌥j⌃)+ �kj(

g

2
|⌃|4� �2

4m
⇥2|⌃|2).

(5)
It is well known that the GPE (1) can be mapped into

hydrodynamics equations of motion for a compressible ir-
rotational fluids using the Madelung transformation de-
fined by

⌃(x, t) =

⌥
⌅(x, t)

m
exp [i

m

� ⇧(x, t)], (6)

where ⌅(x, t) is the fluid density and ⇧(x, t) is the ve-
locity potential such that v = ⇥⇧. The Madelung
transformation (6) is singular on the zeros of ⌃. As
two conditions are required (both real and imaginary
part of ⌃ must vanish) these singularities generally take
place on points in two-dimension and on curves in three-
dimensions. The Onsager-Feynman quantum of velocity
circulation around vortex lines ⌃ = 0 is given by h/m.

When eq.(1) is linearized around a constant ⌃ = A0,
the sound velocity is given by c =

⌃
g|A0|2/m with dis-

persive e⇥ects taking place for length scales smaller than
the coherence length defined by

⇤ =
⌃

�2/2m|A0|2g. (7)

⇤ is also the length scale of the vortex core3,6.
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1. Micro-canonical ensembles.

If thermalization is achieved after a long time integration of GPE (spectrally truncated or discretized by finite
di⇥erence), because of the dynamics conserves energy, number of particles and momentum the corresponding statistical
final states will be given by the statistics of Micro-Canonical ensemble where the probability dw of finding the system
with given values of energy Hi, number of particles Ni and momentum Pi is [14]

dw = cte eS⇥(H �Hi)⇥(N �Ni)⇥3(P�Pi)dHdNd3P (21)

with S = log � is the entropy and � the number of accessible micro-states.
Remark that as all the conserved quantities are proportional to the number of Fourier modes, if the energy is in

equipartition the UV cut-o⇥ kmax will be necessary to keep these quantities finites. In general all the micro-canonical
states will depend explicitly on kmax.

The thermalized states obtained integrating GPE are formally determined by the values Hi, Ni and Pi given by the
initial condition, however a explicit expression of dw or the entropy can not be easily obtained. The thermalization
of GPE dynamics studied in references [3–5] have been obtained with Pi = 0, and varying the values of Hi and Ni

[3, 4] showed that GPE present a phase transition analogous to a condensation process in Bose-Einstein condensation,
where the 0-wave-number A0 vanish for finite values of Hi and Ni.

Long time integration of GPE thus provides a simple way to obtain the micro-canonical distribution and find by
direct measure relations between H,N and A0, however the temperature of the system does not appers explicitly and
cannot directly obtained.

2. Boltzmann Grand canonical distribution

The simple way to obtain explicitly the temperature is to pass from Micro canonical to Canonical or Grand
Canonical formulation allowing the system to exchange the conserved quantities with a big reservoir. The Grand
canonical distribution probablity in equilibrium is given by a Boltzman weight

Pstat =
1
Z e��F (22)

where F = H � µN �W · P is a linear combination of the conserved quantities, � = 1/T the inverse temperature
and Z the Grand Partition function. The conjugate variable µ is the chemical potential and we will refer to W as
the counter-flow velocity.

Note that if W = 0, then F = H � µN and the statistic weight of distribution (28) correspond to that of ⇤ � ⇧4

theory with two components, largely studied in second order phase transitions. [add ref].
Due to the non-gaussian character of the thermodynamical equilibirum is not trivial to generate a statistical

stationary solution of (6), however we will present in the next section a simply and e⇤cient algorithm allowing to
obtain stationary statistical solution of Eq.(6) in Grand Canonical ensemble.

C. Algorithm to generate Grand Canonical equilibrium distributions

Our basic point is that it is possible to construct a stochastical process that converge to an stationary solution
sharing the same equilibrium distribution that (6). The process is defined by a Langevin equation consisting in a nosy
Ginzurg-Landau equation (NGLR ?????) given by

F = H � µN �W · P (23)

�⌥Ak

⌥t
= � 1

V

⌥F

⌥A⇥
k

+
⌅

2T� ⌅̂(k, t) (24)

⇥⌅(x, t)⌅⇥(x⇤, t⇤)⇤ = V ⇥(t� t⇤)⇥(x� x⇤) (25)

where ⌅̂(k, t) is the (truncated) Fourier transform of the gaussian white noise ⌅(x, t) defined by Eq.(25). The Langevin
equation (23-25) formally written in physical space explicitly reads

�⌥⌃

⌥t
= PG[

�2

2m
⇧2⌃ + µ⌃ � gPG[|⌃|2]⌃ � i�W ·⇧⌃] +

⌅
2T�PG[⌅(x, t)]. (26)
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1. Micro-canonical ensembles.

If thermalization is achieved after a long time integration of GPE (spectrally truncated or discretized by finite
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final states will be given by the statistics of Micro-Canonical ensemble where the probability dw of finding the system
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dw = cte eS⇥(H �Hi)⇥(N �Ni)⇥3(P�Pi)dHdNd3P (21)

with S = log � is the entropy and � the number of accessible micro-states.
Remark that as all the conserved quantities are proportional to the number of Fourier modes, if the energy is in

equipartition the UV cut-o⇥ kmax will be necessary to keep these quantities finites. In general all the micro-canonical
states will depend explicitly on kmax.

The thermalized states obtained integrating GPE are formally determined by the values Hi, Ni and Pi given by the
initial condition, however a explicit expression of dw or the entropy can not be easily obtained. The thermalization
of GPE dynamics studied in references [3–5] have been obtained with Pi = 0, and varying the values of Hi and Ni

[3, 4] showed that GPE present a phase transition analogous to a condensation process in Bose-Einstein condensation,
where the 0-wave-number A0 vanish for finite values of Hi and Ni.

Long time integration of GPE thus provides a simple way to obtain the micro-canonical distribution and find by
direct measure relations between H,N and A0, however the temperature of the system does not appers explicitly and
cannot directly obtained.

2. Boltzmann Grand canonical distribution

The simple way to obtain explicitly the temperature is to pass from Micro canonical to Canonical or Grand
Canonical formulation allowing the system to exchange the conserved quantities with a big reservoir. The Grand
canonical distribution probablity in equilibrium is given by a Boltzman weight

Pstat =
1
Z e��F (22)

where F = H � µN �W · P is a linear combination of the conserved quantities, � = 1/T the inverse temperature
and Z the Grand Partition function. The conjugate variable µ is the chemical potential and we will refer to W as
the counter-flow velocity.

Note that if W = 0, then F = H � µN and the statistic weight of distribution (28) correspond to that of ⇤ � ⇧4

theory with two components, largely studied in second order phase transitions. [add ref].
Due to the non-gaussian character of the thermodynamical equilibirum is not trivial to generate a statistical

stationary solution of (6), however we will present in the next section a simply and e⇤cient algorithm allowing to
obtain stationary statistical solution of Eq.(6) in Grand Canonical ensemble.

C. Algorithm to generate Grand Canonical equilibrium distributions

Our basic point is that it is possible to construct a stochastical process that converge to an stationary solution
sharing the same equilibrium distribution that (6). The process is defined by a Langevin equation consisting in a nosy
Ginzurg-Landau equation (NGLR ?????) given by

F = H � µN �W · P (23)

�⌥Ak

⌥t
= � 1

V

⌥F

⌥A⇥
k

+
⌅

2T� ⌅̂(k, t) (24)

⇥⌅(x, t)⌅⇥(x⇤, t⇤)⇤ = V ⇥(t� t⇤)⇥(x� x⇤) (25)

where ⌅̂(k, t) is the (truncated) Fourier transform of the gaussian white noise ⌅(x, t) defined by Eq.(25). The Langevin
equation (23-25) formally written in physical space explicitly reads

�⌥⌃

⌥t
= PG[

�2

2m
⇧2⌃ + µ⌃ � gPG[|⌃|2]⌃ � i�W ·⇧⌃] +

⌅
2T�PG[⌅(x, t)]. (26)

Stochastic pde used to generate absolute equilibrium 

is non Gaussian 
because H is quartic!
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from where their respective variations follows:

dG = V dp� SdT + µdN + ⌅NdN �P · dW (30)
d⇥ = �pdV � SdT �Ndµ + ⌅NdN �P · dW(31)
d⇥⇥ = �pdV � SdT �Ndµ�Nd⌅N �P · dW.(32)

Based on standard arguments of extensive variables32
and noting that ⌅N and W are intensive variables we
find the standard formula of the Gibbs potential with
two types of particles

G = µN + ⌅NN . (33)

Using eqs.(27) and (33) in eqs.(28) and (29) we find

⇥ = �pV + ⌅NN , ⇥⇥ = �pV (34)

The relations (26-34) determine all the thermodynamic
variables and potentials. For instance note that the pres-
sure p can be obtained from eq.(31), eq.(32) or eq.(34)
by

p = � ⌃⇥
⌃V

����
T,µ,N ,W

= �⇥� ⌅NN
V

= �⇥⇥

V
(35)

where ⌅N = ��
�N
��
V,T,µ,W

.
We proceed now to show that thermodynamic defini-

tion (35) of the pressure coincides with the standard re-
lation in fluid dynamics. In order to make explicit the
dependence of the energy H on the volume V let us de-
fine the dimensionless space variables x̃ = x/V

1
3 and ⇧̃ =

V 1/2⇧. Expressed in term of these variables the Hamil-
tonian (2) reads H =

�
d3x̃
⇥

~2

2m
1

V
2
3
|⇧̃⇧̃|2 + 1

V
g
2 |⇧̃|

4
⇤
.

Taking the derivative with respect to V and reintroduc-
ing x and ⇧ yields

⌃H

⌃V
= � 1

V

⌦
d3x

⌅
�2

2m

2
3
|⇧⇧|2 +

g

2
|⇧|4
⇧

. (36)

This expression corresponds to the spatial average of the
the diagonal part of �ik. As by definition E = H and
the derivative has been implicitly done at constant total
number of modes and momentum we find, using the ther-
modynamic relation (26) and eq.(36), that the pressure
satisfies

p = � ⌃E

⌃V

����
S,N,N ,P

= � ⌃H

⌃V

����
N,N ,P

, (37)

where the second equality holds for adiabatic
compressions32.

Finally remark that replacing ⇥ in eq.(28) we obtain
the thermodynamic relation

E + pV � µN �W·P = TS + ⌅NN . (38)

Note that, in a classical system, the entropy is defined
up to an additive constant related to the normalization
of the phase-space. However the quantity TS + ⌅NN

is completely determined because each term in the left
hand side of eq.(38) is well defined. By the same argu-
ments d (N⌅N /T ) is also a completely determined quan-
tity. If the variable N had not been taken into account,
the corresponding pressure would be �⇥/V and therefore
wrongly defined and depending on the normalization con-
stant. The grand canonical potential ⇥ will be explicitly
obtained at low-temperature in subsection III B where
the above considerations can be explicitly checked.

C. Generation of grand canonical distribution
using a stochastic Ginzburg-Landau equation

Grand canonical equilibrium states given by the statis-
tics (21-22) cannot be easily obtained because the Hamil-
tonian H in eq.(2) is not quadratic and therefore the sta-
tistical distribution is not Gaussian. Nevertheless it is
possible to construct a stochastic process that converges
to a stationary solution with equilibrium distribution (21-
22). This process is defined by a Langevin equation con-
sisting of a stochastic Ginbzurg-Landau equation (SGLE)
that reads

�⌃Ak

⌃t
= � 1

V

⌃F

⌃A�
k

+

↵
2�
V �

⇤̂(k, t) (39)

⇤⇤(x, t)⇤�(x⇥, t⇥)⌅ = ⇥(t� t⇥)⇥(x� x⇥), (40)

where F is defined in eq.(22) and ⇤̂(k, t) is the (kmax-
truncated) Fourier transform of the gaussian white-noise
⇤(x, t) defined by eq.(40). The Langevin equation (39-40)
explicitly reads in physical space

�⌃⇧

⌃t
= PG[

�2

2m
⇧2⇧ + µ⇧ � gPG[|⇧|2]⇧ � i�W ·⇧⇧]

+

↵
2�
V �

PG[⇤(x, t)]. (41)

In the T ⇥ 0 limit eq.(41) reduce to the advective real
Ginzurg-Landau equation (up to a redefinition of µ) that
was introduced in reference6. This equation has the same
stationary solutions of than the TGPE (17) in a system of
reference moving with velocity W. When also included in
the TGPE the term µ⇧ in eq.(41) has, because of particle
number conservation, the only e⇤ect of adding a global
time-dependent phase factor to the solution.

The probability distribution P [{Ak, A�
k}k<kmax ] of the

stochastic process defined by eqs.(39-40) can be shown
to obey the following Fokker-Planck equation33,34

⌃P
⌃t

=
 

k<kmax

⌃

⌃Ak

⌃
1

V �
⌃F

⌃A�
k

P +
1

V ��

⌃P
⌃A�

k

⌥
+ c.c . (42)

It is straightforward to demonstrate that the probabil-
ity distribution (21) is a stationary solution of eq.(42),
provided that �F is a positive defined function of
{Ak, A�

k}k<kmax .

~@ 
@t

= PG[
~2

2m
r2 + µ � gPG[| |2] � i~W ·r ] +

s
2~
V �

PG[⇣(x, t)]

What is an ‘absolute equilibrium’ for 
GPE?



Micro canonical  versus 
grand canonical
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In order to control the value of the number of particles
or the pressure, the SGLE must we supplied with one of
two ad-hoc equation for the chemical potential. These
equation simply read

dµ

dt
= �⇧N (N �N�)/V (43)

dµ

dt
= �⇧p(p� p�) (44)

where the pressure p is computed as p = ��H
�V in eq.(36).

Equation (43) controls the number of particles and fixes
its mean value to the control value N�. Similarly eq.(44)
control the pressure and fixes its value at p�. Equations
(43-44) are not compatible and they must not be used
simultaneously. Depending on the type of the themper-
ature scans, SGLE must use either eq.(43), eq.(44) or
solely with a fixed value of µ.

In the rest of this paper we will perform several numer-
ical simulations of TGPE (16) and SGLE (41). For nu-
merics, the parameters in SGLE (omitting the Galerkin
projector P) will be rewritten as

⌦ 

⌦t
= �⇧2 + �⇥

0 � ⇥0| |2 � iW ·⇧ +
⇤

kBT

�
⇤,

with similar changes for TGPE.
In terms of �, �⇥

0 and ⇥0 the physical relevant param-
eters: the coherence length ⌃ and the velocity of sound c
defined in II A 1 (eq.(7) and text before) are expressed as

⌃ =
⇥
�/�⇥

0 , c =
�

2�⇥0�� (45)

with �� = �⇥
0/⇥0 the value of the density at T = 0 set

to �� = 1 in all present simulations. In order to keep
constant the value of intensive variables in the thermo-
dynamic limit (19), with V constant and kmax ⇥⇤, the
inverse temperature has been expressed as ⇥ = 1/kBT
where kB = V/N . With these definitions, the tempera-
ture T has units of energy per volume.

Note that 4⌥� is the quantum of circulation. Once ⌃ is
fixed, the value of ⌃/c only determine a time-scale. The
velocity of sound will be set to c = 2 and the di⇥erent
runs presented in this work were obtained varying only
the coherence length ⌃, the temperature T , the counter-
flow velocity W and the UV cut-o⇥ wavenumber kmax.
The number ⌃kmax will be kept constant when the reso-
lution is changed except in section IV B where dispersive
e⇥ects are studied. Finally in all numerical results the en-
ergy and momentum will be presented per unit of volume
V = (2⌥)3 and the control values of number of particles
and pressure in eqs.(43-44) are set to mN�/V = �� = 1
and p� = c2��2/2 = 2. Numerical integration are per-
formed by using a periodic psedo-spectral code and the
temporal scheme used is a Runge-Kutta of order 4 for
TGPE and implicit Euler for SGLE.

III. CHARACTERIZATION OF
THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM

The thermodynamic equilibrium is explored and char-
acterized in this section..

First, the microcanonical and grand canonical distribu-
tions are numerically shown to be equivalent in a range of
temperatures in section III A by comparing the statistics
of GPE and SGLE generated states.

Steepest descent method is used on the grand partition
function in section III B to obtain exact analytical expres-
sions for the low-temperature thermodynamic functions.
The basic numerical tools are validated by reproducing
these low-temperature results.

In section III C a standard second-order ⌅ phase tran-
sition is exhibited at finite-temperature using the SGLE-
generated grand canonical states and the deviations to
low-temperature equipartition are characterized.

A. Comparison of microcanonical and grand
canonical states

We now numerically compare the statistics of the grand
canonical states produced by the new algorithm SGLE,
to the statistics of the microcanonical states obtained by
long-time integrations of TGPE. The coherence length
is set to ⌃ =

⌅
2/10 and 323 colocation points are used

(kmax = 10). The initial condition for the TGPE runs
are chosen with random phases in a similar way than in
references13,24. We obtain low, medium and high values
of the energy with constant density � = mN/V = 1 (see
table I).

TABLE I: Parameters of TGPE initial condition and time
steps.

H T TGPE time steps SGLE time steps

0.09 0.09 40000 9600

0.5 0.5 20000 9600

1.96 1.8 20000 9600

4.68 4 20000 5000

To compare with the SGLE generated statistics a scan
in temperature at constant density � = 1 is performed
in order to obtain the temperature corresponding to the
energies of the TGPE runs. Using the thermalized final
states obtained from TGPE and converged final states of
SGLE histograms of the of the density �(x) in physical
space are confronted in Fig.1. They are found to be in
excellent agreement.

Note that when the energy (or temperature) increases
more and more weight is apparent near � = 0 indicating
the presence of vortices. The Gaussian character of low
temperature histograms motivates the low-temperature
calculation in the next section. Remark that even at
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FIG. 1: Comparison of density histograms obtained by SGLE
and TGPE dynamics with energy equal to a) H = 0.09, b)
H = 0.51, c) H = 1.96 and d) H = 4.68 (see table I). Solid
line in a) is a Gaussian of standard deviation ¯�⇤2 = 0.016 (see
below eq.(59)) computed with the low-temperature calcula-
tions of section III B. ⇥ = 2/10

�
2 and resolution 323

this low 323 resolution the micro and grand canonical
distribution coincides.

The SGLE is found to converge much faster than the
TGPE as apparent in table I). Because of the accurate
conservative temporal scheme needed for the integration
of the TGPE, the SGLE yields to a large economy of CPU
time. For the local machine where these computations
were done the SGLE was more than 10 times faster than
TGPE.

B. Low-temperature calculation

The gaussian histogram of Fig.1.a strongly suggest
that some quadratic approximation should work at low
temperature to obtain exact analytical expressions for
the thermodynamic functions. In this section we use
a such an approximation to compute the grand par-
tition function Z and the grand canonical potential52
� = ���1 logZ defined in (28).

The first step is to express the energy F of eq.(22)
in terms of the Fourier amplitudes Ak. This leads to
a non quadratic function F [Ak, A⇥

k] explicitly given in
appendix B (eqs.B1-B3). The grand partition function is
a product integral over all the Fourier amplitudes

Z(�, µ,W) = V N
⌦

dA0dA⇥
0

2⌅

 

k<kmax

dAkdA⇥
k

2⌅
e��F [Ak,A�

k].

(46)
The integrals in (46) cannot be done explicitly, however
it is possible to give a low-temperature approximation

using the method of steepest descent28,35. In addition
to F an external field �µ0|A0|2V will be added in or-
der to explicitly obtain the mean value of condensate
Fourier mode ¯|A0|2 by direct di⇥erentiation. The physi-
cal partition function is obtained by setting µ0 = 0. The
integrals are dominated by the saddle-point determined
by ⇥F

⇥A�
k
� µ0A0V ⇥k,0 = 0 that gives the solution (see

eqs.(B4) and (B5))

g|A0|2
��
sp

= µ + µ0 Ak = 0 fork ⇥= 0, (47)

where the subscript “sp” stands for saddle-point. Note
that in general we have that ¯|A0|2 ⇥= |A0|2

��
sp

and the
mean value is equal to saddle-point only at T = 0. Other
solutions obtained when W ⇥= 0 will be discussed in detail
in section V.

In the saddle-point Ak = 0 for k ⇥= 0, we thus need
to keep only quadratic terms in Ak to obtain the low-
temperature approximation. Denoting p = �k, at lead-
ing order F can be rewritten as F = F0 + F1 + F2 with

F0 = V (
g

2
|A0|4 � µ|A0|2) (48)

F1 = V
�

p ⇤=0

(
p2

2m
� µ + 2g|A0|2 �W · p)|Ap|2 (49)

F2 = V
g

2

�

p ⇤=0

A⇥2
0ApA�p + A2

0A⇥
pA⇥

�p. (50)

To obtain the low-temperature partition function we
must compute the determinant of the matrix ⇥2F

⇥Ap⇥Aq
�

µ0V ⇥p,0⇥q,0. This determinant is obtained by using the
Bogoliubov transformation

Ap = upBp + vpB
⇥
�p (51)

with up = A0
|A0|

1⇤
1�L2

p

, vp = A0
|A0|

Lp⇤
1�L2

p

and where

Lp is determined by impossing the diagonalization of
F � µ0|A0|2V . Lp is explicitly given in eq.(B6). Is easy
to show that (51) is a canonical transformation and the
normalization condition of the Poisson bracket implies
|up|2 � |vp|2 = 1.

Expressing F in the Bogoliubov basis we obtain

F = V

⌅

⌃g

2
|A0|4 � µ|A0|2 +

�

p ⇤=0

(⇤(p;µ, µ0)�W · p) |Bp|2
⇧

⌥

(52)
with the phonon dispersion relation (see appendix B)

⇤(p;µ, µ0) =

↵⇥
µ + 2µ0 +

p2

2m

⇤2

� (µ + µ0)2. (53)

The exited modes Bp are called phonons in quantum
mechanics. Here, because of classical statistics and
the quadratic Hamiltonian, there will be equipartition
among phonon modes. Replacing the value of the chem-
ical potential by the saddle-point µ = g|A0|2

��
sp

(with
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2D BKT transition

Below transition Above transition

Correlation function

Condensate fraction
and
Power exponent

Vishwanath Shukla, Marc Brachet and Rahul Pandit
Turbulence in the two-dimensional Fourier-truncated Gross–Pitaevskii equation
New J. Phys. 15 113025 (2013)



Kinetic energy spectrum

• Ekin tot(k)
• Ekin inc(k)
• Ekin comp(k)

Dynamics of thermalization 
in the GPE



Taylor-Green vortex



Taylor-Green vortex



Taylor-Green vortex



Taylor-Green vortex



Dispersive “bottleneck” for 
thermalization of waves
⇠kmaxVariable (   fixed, different resolutions)⇠

Kinetic energy spectrum

k2
Partial thermalization 

starts

Spectral convergence

-independent 
bottleneck

kmax

see: Krstulovic and Brachet, Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 115303 (2011) 



Self truncation in 2D 

[Top Left] k0 = 5∆k and σ = 2∆k, [Top Right] k0 = 15∆k and σ = 2∆k, [Bottom Left] k0 = 35∆k and  
σ = 5∆k, and [Bottom Right] different Nc. 

Vishwanath Shukla, Marc Brachet and Rahul Pandit
Turbulence in the two-dimensional Fourier-truncated Gross–Pitaevskii equation
New J. Phys. 15 113025 (2013)



Dual cascade

• Dual cascade in helical quantum turbulence

• Initial Data:  ABC flow

• GPE turbulent decay

• Evolutions of energies and helicity

• Evolution of spectra

• Kelvin waves and large scale structures



ABC initial data



20483 ABC 
initial data with 
45000 quanta of 

helicity  



Time-evolution of energy and helicity 



Dual energy-helicity 
cascade



Dual cascade spectra



compensated helicity 
spectra



Kelvin waves



Quantum tornados? 



Link with classical vortex tubes 



Link with classical vortex tubes 



Quantum tornados? 



Polarization of vortex bundles 
and density correlations



Quantitative estimation of effective 
viscosity in quantum turbulence

•PHYSICAL REVIEW A 99, 043605 (2019) 

•High resolution numerical simulations of the Gross-Pitaevskii 

equation (GPE) in the Taylor-Green geometry.


•Presence of both a Kolmogorov scaling range for scales larger than 
the intervortex scale l, and a second inertial range for scales smaller 
than l.


•Finite temperature effects using thermal states, and evolving a 
combination of these thermal states with the Taylor-Green initial 
conditions using the GPE.


•Mean free path determined by spectral broadening of the 
Bogoliubov dispersion relation used to quantify the effective 
viscosity as a function of the temperature. To further calibrate this 
estimations of viscosity we perform low Reynolds number 
simulations of the Navier-Stokes equations.

With: Vishwanath Shukla, Pablo D. Mininni, Giorgio Krstulovic, Patricio Clark di Leoni



Time evolution at T=0
Vortex LengthIncompressible kinetic Energy



Inc. kin. Energy Spectra

(a) Incompressible kinetic energy spectra at zero 
temperature, at different times for the N = 4096 
simulation. b) Spectra at t = 8 for three DNSs at 
different spatial resolution. In both panels, the 
circular marks indicate the mean intervortex 
wavenumber.

Note the emergence of a second intertial range, after a bottleneck, 
for scales smaler than the intervortex scale. (c) and (d) show the 
spectra from panel (a) and (b), but compensated by Kolmogorov 
scaling.



Compensated inc Ekin



3D rendering T=0



Energy dissipation at finite 
Temperature



Compensated inc Ekin



equilibrium spatiotemporal 
spectra

⇠kmax = 1.5
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Thermal Broadening
⇠kmax = 1.5
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Broadening, Mean Free Path & 
Effective viscosity



Mean Free Path



Effective Reynolds number



Effective Reynolds number

C is about 7

Re ⇠ U0L0
N
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Back to Truncated Euler 
and classical turbulence
•Truncated Euler describes the relaxation toward 

Kraichnan helical absolute equilibrium and 
transient mixed energy and helicity cascades

•Can Truncated Euler describe reversals in two-
dimensional confined turbulent flows?

•Can truncated Euler describe the large scales of 
3D turbulence forced at small scales?



Statistical theory of reversals in two-
dimensional confined turbulent flows 

The problem is to model a transition on a turbulent 
background (seen in experiments and DNS) where the 
global circulation of a 2D flow (forced at smaller scales) 
goes from unimodal to bimodal (reversals) and then to 
condensate (no reversal)

Large scale circulation

Vishwanath Shukla, Stephan Fauve, and Marc Brachet,
Statistical theory of reversals in two-dimensional confined turbulent flows, 
PHYSICAL REVIEW E 94, 061101(R) (2016)



Experiment
G. Michel, J. Herault, F. Pétrélis and S. Fauve, 
Bifurcations of a large-scale circulation in a quasi-bidimensional turbulent flow, 
EPL, 115 (2016) 64004 



Simulation
Pankaj Kumar Mishra, Johann Herault, Stephan Fauve, and Mahendra K. Verma,
Dynamics of reversals and condensates in two-dimensional Kolmogorov flows,
PHYSICAL REVIEW E 91, 053005 (2015)



2D Navier-Stokes
Vishwanath Shukla, Stephan Fauve, and Marc Brachet,
Statistical theory of reversals in two-dimensional confined turbulent flows, 
PHYSICAL REVIEW E 94, 061101(R) (2016)



Truncated Euler 
Equation



TEE



13 modes explicit 
model

Energie and enstophy

kc2 =𝛺 /E < 5 with 𝛺 = (12+12)2y0
2+(12+22)2y1

2+··· and E=(12+ 12)y0
2 + (12 + 22)y1

2 + ··· implies 
that y0 ≠ 0.

Thus the microcanonical PDF of y0 has to obey p(0) = 0 for  kc2 < 5 which forbids reversals of the 
large-scale circulation. 

is a real number







Outlook: TEE and transitions

See also an MHD case: 

P. Dmitruk, P. D. Mininni, A. Pouquet, S. Servidio, and W. H. Matthaeus 
Phys. Rev. E 83, 066318 (2011)



Can truncated Euler describe the large 
scales of 3D turbulence forced at small 

scales?
• The relation between forced 3D Navier Stokes and truncated 

3D Euler was studied in 2 related recent papers


• Alexandros Alexakis and Marc-Etienne Brachet, On the 
thermal equilibrium state of large-scale flows, J. Fluid Mech., 
vol. 872, pp. 594–625 (2019)


• Alexandros Alexakis and Marc-Etienne Brachet, Energy 
fluxes in quasi-equilibrium flows, J. Fluid Mech., vol. 884, 
A33 (2020)


• Here I only shortly indicate some of the main conclusions of 
these works



We examined 12 different simulated flows forced at small scales with a scope to 
understand better the behaviour of large scale flows and their relation to the 
absolute equilibrium solutions predicted by Kraichnan (1973).  

There is a variety of behaviours for the large-scale components of turbulent 
flows. In particular, the absolute equilibrium solutions are well reproduced by the 
large scales of turbulent flows when a few modes are forced (spectrally sparse 
forcing), and when the forcing of these modes is sufficiently short time 
correlated.  

Small deviations from the absolute equilibrium solutions were observed when the 
forcing correlation time was increased.  
Strong deviations from the absolute equilibrium solutions were observed when 
the forcing was applied to all modes inside a spherical shell (spectrally dense 
forcing). 

Thermal equilibrium state of large-scale flows



Thermal equilibrium state of large-scale flows



Energy fluxes in quasi-equilibrium flows

We examine the relation between the absolute equilibrium 
state of the spectrally truncated Euler equations to the 
forced and dissipated flows of the spectrally truncated 
Navier–Stokes (TNS) equations where energy is injected by 
a body-force and dissipated by the viscosity. 

We show, using an asymptotic expansion of the Fokker-
Planck equation, that the TNS flow approaches the 
absolute equilibrium 

A transition from the quasi-equilibrium ‘thermal’ state to 
Kolmogorov turbulence is observed. 



Energy fluxes in quasi-equilibrium flows



Conclusion
• Perhaps turbulence is simpler to resolve starting 

from GPE rather than Navier-Stokes? The 
existence of GPE solutions is well established 
mathematically, see e.g. The Cauchy problem for 
the Gross–Pitaevskii equation, P. Gérard Ann. I. 
H. Poincaré – AN 23 (2006) 765–779.

• Statistical mechanics of interacting and 
reconnecting vortex lines?

• Truncated GPE computations can be used to 
study finite Temperature effects

• However, the effective viscosity is large: the 
mean free path needs to be reduced…



Conclusion
• Turbulence is still an open problem 

[physically and mathematically]

• It is, perhaps, the most important unsolved 
problem of nonlinear science

• Spectral truncation allows for 
(pseudo)dissipative effects

• Self truncation: a new direct statistical 
approach to some conservative PDE’s?



Conclusion

• Truncated 2D Euler dynamics appears to 
describe reversals in two-dimensional 
confined turbulent flows

• Truncated 3D Euler also appears to 
describe some of the regimes of forced 
Navier Stokes turbulence



Thank you!



Extra stuff in case I have 
enough time…



The formation of finite 
temperatures compact objects in 

classical-field-self-gravitating 
dark-matter candidate 

Akhilesh Kumar Verma

Rahul Pandit


Marc E. Brachet




Outline
• Gross-Pitaevskii Poisson Equation (GPPE)


• System definitions and spectral truncation


• TGPPE & conservation laws


• Stochastic Ginzburg-Landau Poisson Equation (SGLP) & 
equilibrium


• Ground state & finite temperature effects


• GPPE gravitational collapse


• Discussion



System definition
Self-gravitating BEC are described by a complex wave function  (x, t); for

weakly interacting bosons, the spatiotemporal evolution of  (x, t) is governed
by the GPPE:

i~@t = � ~2
2m

r2 +
⇥
G�+ g| |2

⇤
 ,

r2� = | |2� < | |2 >

, (1)

where m is the mass of the bosons, n = | |2 their number density, G = 4⇡GNm2

(GN is Newton’s constant), and g = 4⇡a~2/m, with a the s-wave scattering
length.
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System definition
The subtraction of the mean density h| |2i can be justified either by taking

into account the cosmological expansion or by defining a Newtonian cosmological
constant. Linearizing around a constant | |2 = n0 yields the dispersion relation

!(k) =
p

�Gn0/m+ k2gn0/m+ k4(~/2m)2,

which displays a low-k Jeans instability, for wave numbers

k < kJ =

s
G

g

" 
1 +

s

1 +
G~2

mg2n0

!
/2

#�1/2

.

In the absence of gravity (G = 0):

speed of sound c =
p gn0

m and coherence length ⇠ =
q

~2

2gn0m
.
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Spectral truncation
3D Fourier pseudospectral (2/3-dealiasing): the 2⇡ periodic wave function

reads  (x) =
P

k2Z3  ̂k exp(ik · x). Truncate it spectrally:  ̂k ⌘ 0 for |k| >
kmax, with kmax = [N/3], where N is the resolution and [·] denotes the integer

part.

The Fourier-truncated GPPE reads

i~@ 
@t

= PG[�
~2
2m

r2 + PG[(Gr�2
+ g)| |2] ]. (1)

where PG is the Galerkin projector [in Fourier space PG[ ̂k] = ✓(kmax� |k|) ̂k],

with ✓(·) the Heaviside function.
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Conservation laws
The TGPPE conserves exactly :
i) The number of particles

N =

Z
d3x| |2.

ii) The energy
E = Ekq + Eint + EG,

where Ekq = ~2

2m

R
d3x|r |2, Eint =

g
2

R
d3x[PG| |2]2, EG = Egrav = G

2

R
d3x[PG| |2]r�2[PG| |2].

iii) The momentum

P =
i~
2m

Z
d3x

�
 r �  r 

�
,

where over-bar denotes complex conjugation.
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The Stochastic Ginzburg 
Landau equation (G=0)



The Stochastic Ginzburg 
Landau equation (G=0)



SGLPE (finite G)
The spectral truncation generates a classical-field model that allows to study

finite-T e↵ects in the GPPE. The spectrally truncated GPPE can describe dy-
namical e↵ects and, at the same time, yield thermalized states, which we can
obtain both by thermalization of the long-time GPPE dynamics or directly, by
using SGLPE:

~@ 
@t

= PG[
~2
2m

r2 + µ � PG[(Gr�2 + g)| |2] ]

+

s
2~
�
PG [⇣(x, t)] ,

where the zero-mean, Gaussian white noise ⇣(x, t) has the variance

h⇣(x, t)⇣⇤(x0, t0)i = �(t� t0)�(x� x0),

with � = 1
kBT the inverse temperature; the chemical potential µ is tuned at

each time step to conserve the total number of particles N .
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SGLPE vs TGPPE
The finite-T SGLPE dynamics does not describe any physical evolution; but

it converges more rapidly, than does the GPPE dynamics, toward a thermalized
state.

Clearly, the SGLPE leads to a state with a given temperature; but the GPPE
yields a state with a given energy.
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Ground states
The energy of spherically symmetric ground state with radius R and N

bosons can be estimated as

E(R) =
~2N
2mR2

+
gN2

2R3
� GN2

2R

the equilibrium radius follows from

dE/dR|R=R0 = 0,

yielding

R0 =
RQ

4⇡
(1 +

s

1 + 48⇡2(
Ra

RQ
)2,

with RQ = ~2

GNm3N and Ra =
q

a~2

GNm3 .
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SGLPE convergence to 
ground state at T=0



SGLPE convergence to 
ground state at finite T



GPPE collapse





Hysteresis



Binary Star



Discussion

• Dark matter candidates: axions


• Long-range interactions and thermodynamic limit


• Structure formation


• Relativistic generalisation


